
BELLIC  The  documenting  subject  is  equipped  like  a  light  mountain  soldier,  a

partisan using light artillery and avoiding all the heavy artillery and ambitious

undertaking of the official army in a battle against institutionalization and

death of life itself.

UNEDITABLE The outcome of the project becomes like unchangeable documents of time

and in this respect holy and authentic scriptures which any change or post-editing

would undermine.

PRODIGIOUS This project is characterized by a return to the father, a father that,

on the contrary, like a son has already escaped the primary father, his link to

nature.

INDIAN  The  documenting  subject  comes  from  a  still  rather  indigenous  premise

surrounded by natural meanings and shocked by progress. In this respect he belongs

to a second generation of shocked indians tries to regain an identity wiped out in

a previous generation which has turned to drinking and abusing the artificial.

UNTOUCHED The rules of the project are kept untouched and this provides it with a

tradition, the enrichment of which has come through an addition and thus not

though  an  edition  of  such  laws,  contrary  to  the  common  trend  of  continuous

revision and insecurity facilitated by a too versatile media. In this respect the

project engrave on stone also in the most ephemeral of media.

ADISCIPINARIAN In the implicit construction of several disciplines as part of the

project, the documenting subject applies moments in which this disciplines are put

to question and have to face shift or have to be applied on rel circumstances such

as traveling and being exposed to a big forest or a big city. In this respect with

can see cycles of comfort in which the discipline is mastered and discomfort in

which the discipline is not trained but ought to be applied.

IGNORANT The documenting subject purposely keep within his self-constructed faith

without questioning it and really without attempting any knowledge that is too

high nor either too low such as all the evil distributed to the masses to consume.

Such evil is only gathered sideways and it is seen rather as a supreme natural

intervention, a strike directed by providence rather than the devil.

EFFICENT The project is permeated by a positive attitude which relaxes any anxiety

by acknowledging that everything will be accomplished when the time will come.


